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Integrated Industrial Technologies expands 

capabilities with new Machining Division 
 

January 4, 2018 

PITTSBURGH – As the New Year begins, Integrated Industrial Technologies (I2T) is excited to 

announce the latest growth in our company. For over 25 years I2T has been an innovator in 

automation – our engineering services in the areas of Motion Control, Robotics and Machine 

Vision have enabled us to be a reliable partner and resource to our customers. In the past six 

months I2T has expanded by opening a Machine Shop that provides Fabrication, Welding and 

Mechanical Assembly services to our customers.  We can perform custom marking in our Laser 

Lab.  And we have completed several control retrofits and full machine builds in our Assembly 

Area.  The complimentary nature of the Automation and Machining groups allows I2T to be a 

complete solution provider for all our customers integration needs. 

To accompany the new capabilities of I2T we have redesigned our logo to more accurately 

represent our company. The clean modern look reflects our commitment to provide cutting-

edge, quality solutions to our customer. Some of the previous elements are echoed in the new 

design, in the same way that we apply tried and true engineering practices and experiences to 

new customers and industries. And the three-dimensional shape represents how we take design 

from abstract concepts into concrete solutions in the real world. 

Our goal at I2T is to always be improving so that we can provide the absolute best quality 

solutions to our customers. Whether you are a new customer or we have worked together in the 

past, I2T has more to offer you than ever before. We look forward to working with you in the 

New Year, and in many years to come! 

 

ABOUT I2T 

Integrated Industrial Technologies, Inc. provides industrial control and automation solutions to 

markets worldwide.  We provide engineering services including design, programming, 

equipment assembly, and final system commissioning.  I2T provides custom fabrication, welding 

and complete turn-key machined products. 
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